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"Hell, I never vote for anybody; I always vote against. "
W.C. Fields
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"Imagine.."
"An administration that leads by power of example
instead of example of power."
"A country where everyone who is qualified to go
to college is able to go to college."
"A nation where we only go to war as the
absolute last resort."
Senator Joe Biden
Democratic Vice Presidential Candidate '
By Kate Vesper and Emily Ryan, News Editors
The Delaware senator and Democratic vice presidential nominee Joe
Biden, who last spoke at the College in 1985, returned to campus this past
Wednesday evening as part of a two-da- y bus tour of northern Ohio. During
the College rally, Biden spoke to an audience of roughly 4,500 people,:
making this speech the largest solo event he has delivered on the cam- -'
paign to date. In his speech, Biden addressed some important issues that
he feels the country will contend with during the upcoming election. His
discussed his, and presidential nominee Sen. Barack Obama's, support of
the development of energy alternatives that would potentially make the
United States less dependent on foreign oil. Additionally, he voiced his
concerns that the presidential race has become too focused on the back-
grounds and personal lives of the candidates as opposed to the well-bein- g
of the American people and the future of the country, stating that he
believes Sen. John McCain and Gov. Sarah Palin have only worked to
keep the campaigns centered around negativity towards the Democratic
candidates. Should the Democrats emerge victorious in November, Biden'
said he and Obama would
,
cut taxes for the middle class and work to
ensure that all students who are qualified for a college education will have
the opportunity to receive one without worrying about graduating thou-
sands of dollars in debt. Left, Biden speaks on a platform set up on the
academic quad adjacent to Kauke Hall (Photo by Sarah Harbottle). - '
electrifies the crowd with promises of a respected America
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While speaking at the College, Biden addressed a contentious topic in this year's elections: the war in Iraq. The senator guaranteed to the cheering
crowd that, if elected, he and Sen. Obama would end the unpopular war, adding that, after doing so, they would only pursue war as a policy of last resort.
The senator from Delaware went on to say that he thought the most significant goal the next presidential administration can hope to accomplish is the
restoration of America's standing in the world, which many believe has fallen as a result of the policies enacted during the Bush era. Biden assured those
gathered to .hear him speak that he and Obama would return America's world standing to the level at which it was during the presidency of John F.
Kennedy. He believes he would be the vice president qualified to help do so, and during his speech he was sure to cite his foreign policy experience,
noting that he recognizes many world leaders on a first-nam- e basis due to the amount of time he has served as a senator.
v Precursors to the Biden speech included comments made by United Church of Christ Reverend Keith Brown, encouragement to participate in the
Obama campaign from Democratic activist David Litt, a bid of support for the ObamaBiden ticket from Ohio Sen. John Boccieri and speeches from co-cha- irs
Sarah Green-Gola- n '09 and Jessica Schumacher '11 of The College of Wooster Students for Barack Obama. Green-Gola- n commented that she
was ecstatic to see the massive turnout of Wednesday's event and how willing people were to wait extended periods of time to gain entry to the lawn.
The next steps for the Obama group include continuing to register students as voters in Ohio and enlisting them to contribute in the Democratic party's
campaigning efforts. She added jokingly that "free. Chipotle is in the future" for persuasion purposes. Above left, Biden sports a Wooster cap before com-
mencing his speech. Above center, students lobby for Biden while watching him speak, spelling "change" from the bleachers on the south lawn of Kauke
.Hall (Photos by Danielle Haas). Above right, Biden poses for a picture with a student using her camera phone (Photo by Sarah Harbottle).
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y Alex Cacioppo '09 argues
that last Thursday's forum
regarding the Russia-Georgi- a
conflict was biased. See
page 3.
Nick Robison '09 puts forth
the view that Republican vice
presidential candidate Sarah
Palin lacks required experi-
ence. See page 3 for more.
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Robert Ippolito '09 shares
his experience of training
pumas for human interac-
tion in Bolivia last summer.
Read more on page 4.
Tess Burgler '09 showcases
her Independent Study, "The
Original Shakespeare The-
atre. " See page 6 to read the
full article.
The Wooster men's basket-
ball team traveled to Italy
over the summer to sight-se- e
and play the game
internationally. See page 7.
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LOCAL
Cheating Ohio State
troopers fired from job
Twelve Ohio State troopers, one of
them from the Wooster post, were
terminated last week after being
implicated in a cheating scandal.
The 12 officers, 11 of whom were
from the Canton post, apparently
used photocopied and index-car- d
answer sheets on a certification test
to use breath-testin- g equipment.
Another officer, a sergeant, was
demoted for having knowledge of
the cheating and not reporting it to
his superiors. It is not yet clear when
the troopers will be replaced to bring
the force up to its full strength.
NATIONAL
Presidential candidate
sues state of Texas
Libertarian presidential candidate
Bob Barr is making headlines once
again, this time by suing the state of
Texas over an alleged filing mishap.
According to Barr, Republican and
Democratic candidates John McCain
and Barack Obama failed to file their
Texas candidacy by the state's dead-
line of Aug. 26, and Barr wants
them off the ballot.
The two campaigns had declined
to comment on the suit at press time,
but according to the Texas Secretary
of State's office, the paperwork was
filed in advance and only supple-
mented after the deadline.
.
Gov. Sarah Palin's
email account hacked
Hackers appear have broken into
Alaska Governor and Republican
Vice Presidential Candidate Sarah
Faun s personal email account,
gov.palinyahoo.com. The leaked e- -
mails contained some sensitive con
tent, raising concerns that Palin was
using her unsecured personal email
accounts to conduct state business.
The emails were posted to a site
called WikiLeaks.org.
The information was taken down,
but at press time the hackers had not
yet been apprehended. In an inter-
view with The Washington Post,
McCain campaign manager Rick
Davis called the incident "a shocking
invasion of the Governor's privacy
and a violation of the law."
INTERNATIONAL
New commander of
forces in Iraq instated
Gen. David Patraeus, who has
commanded the multi-nation- al force
in Iraq since Jan. 26, 2007, officially
passed that position on Tuesday to
Gen. Ray Odierno, who has been second-in-
-command. At his speech at
the transfer ceremony, held at Faw
Palace outside Baghdad, Odierno
said he anticipated overseeing "an
adjustment from a military lead to a
political, diplomatic, economic-le- d
strategy which would coincide
with a reduction of U.S. presence."
Cuba refuses hurricane
aidfrom United States
Despite suffering an estimated $5
billion in hurricane damage, Cuba
has refused offers from the United
States of up to $5 million in aid. In
a government-publishe- d column,
former leader Fidel Castro cited the
dignity of the Cuban people, and
the nearly $200 billion he estimates
the U.S. trade embargo has cost
Cuba as the reason for the refusal.
Cuba asked if the United States
might temporarily lift the embargo
instead, but the Bush administration
refused.
Briefs compiled by Jonah Comstock
In the Sept. 12 issue, in the article
about LifeWorks (pg. l), the phrase
"negatively impacted" should have been
"positively impacted." The name of
photographer Robin Konscak, (pg. 5)
was misspelled. Editors erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we too sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
voice woosttr.edu.
High-intensit- y wind damages felt
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An uprooted oak in front of Otelia Compton Hall was one of
on campus last Sunday (Photo by Andrew Collins).
Kate Vesper
News Editor
Last Sunday, Sept. 14, millions of
people across Ohio experienced
effects of intense windstorms as the
remnants of Hurricane Ike moved
across the state. Prior to the storm,
the National Weather Service had
issued a high-win- d warning for
Wayne County, indicating that gusts
at a minimum of 40 to 60 m.p.h. were
forthcoming nearly hurricane
force level.
Damage in Wayne County was
largely limited to doyned power
lines and fallen trees though the
severity and frequency of both had
the potential to cause serious injury.
"We're all thankful that no one on
campus was injured and that we sus-
tained no significant damage to any
of our buildings from Sunday's high
Above left, a grounds crew worker cleans up fallen branches with the help of student volunteers (Photo by Elena Dahl). Top right,
tree cracks in half by Ebert Art Building parking lot entrance (Photo by Dylan Takores). Bottom right, a splintered trunk lies on the
pathway in front of Kauke Hall (Photo by Andrew Collins).
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Major employer closes leaving one hundred jobless
Grace Lynch
Business Manager
American WeatherSeal has been a
part of Orrville, Ohio since 1934.
For the past 65 years WeatherSeal
has specialized in vinyl windows for
replacement and new construction.
Less than two years ago, American
WeatherSeal opened up a new
185,000 square foot, $9 million man-
ufacturing plant. Capable of produc-
ing as many as 1,000 custom win-
dows a day, the plant was a marker of
the manufacturing success of
Orrville.
Several days ago American
5 w v
winds," stated President Grant
Cornwell.
The storm caused the deaths of at
least four citizens of Ohio, according
to news reports. These deaths
include two people who died after a
tree fell on top of them in Hueston
Woods State Park and a 12-year-- old
who was killed by falling debris in
Lorain, Ohio Gov. Ted Strickland
,
released to the Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
As for the heavily wooded Wooster
campus, tree-relat- ed damages were
widespread. "It is too early to put a
total cost of the damages together,"
said Director, of Campus Grounds
Beau Mastrine. "The area around
Galpin, Ebert Art Center, and along
Beall Avenue were areas that had a
large number of trees that received
damage."
Mastrine went on to state that by
21
WeatherSeal closed its doors for
good, leaving 100 full time workers
unemployed in a struggling economy.
While 100 employees may not
seem like a lot to some, the City of
Orrville has a population of 8,551
residents, which means the closing of
any manufacturing plant sends huge
.shockwaves through the community.
Many of the workers in this plant
lived paycheck to paycheck and in
some cases both husband and wife
worked at WeatherSeal.
Mike Hedberg, the Director of the
Office of Orrville Industrial
Development was quoted in The
Daily Record saying, "Our priorities
several fallen trees knocked down by hurricane force winds
the end of last Monday all of the
fallen timber had been removed and
cleaned up and that 90 percent of all
debris would be removed by the end
of last Wednesday. , -
This restoration was due in part to
volunteer efforts by students and
staff, who mobilized early Monday,
afternoon. On the morning of the
15th, President Cornwell sent out a
campus-wid- e email asking those who
had free time to participate in the
cleanup efforts.
"The response from students, fac-
ulty and staff to our call for volun-
teers to help with clean up yesterday
was truly spectacular," said Cornwell v
of the turnout. "I can't say enough
about the caring spirit and good will
of this campus community. Our
response to this storm demonstrated
once again what a special place The
College of Wooster really is."
are the employees. We have already
contacted Job and Family Services.
We'll contact American WeatherSeal
about getting employees started
down that path."
Three years ago, American
WeatherSeal became a part of
Monarch Holdings, Inc. which is a
holding company focused on manu-
facturing and marketing.
Monarch Holdings released a writ-
ten statement saying tie decision to
close the company was the result of
"a number of factors." The housing
market has been hit incredibly hard
during the past few quarters which
has had great impacts on production
statewide
ji;-'.':--
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Mastrine added his sentiments by
issuing a statement of gratitude to
participating students via email.
"The efforts of everyone are a total
reinforcement of the team mentality
here at The College of Wooster," he
added. "The Grounds Department
would have spent hundreds of addi-
tional hours on an already busy
schedule cleaning up the campus ..;
you were able to move through the
areas that were damaged in a matter
of. hours, It was an unbelievable
effort."
Cornwell added that the emer-
gency contact system worked well
for those who have registered with
the system. "It is critically important
that each and every student register
their cell phone numbers so that we
can have 100 percent coverage and an
ability to get emergency messages
out to our students," he stated.
related to the construction of homes
and other buildings.
In 2005, American WeatherSeal
gained recognition when, they
received The Safety and Health
Achievement Recognition Program
(SHARP) award. SHARP awards
recognize a small group of compa-
nies that exceed federal standards
for health and employee safety pro-
grams.
WeatherSeal was seen as a role
model for other businesses and as
the dawning of a new industry in
Orrville. Now it seems WeatherSeal
.
is another example of our troubled
economy.
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While dancing along with the rest of The College of Wooster campus last
week at the annual Party on the Green, there was one thing we could not help
'noticing: there was a smile on the faces of everyone who was in attendance.
It was raining. It was muddy. It was a blast. Both RJD2 and Eli "Paperboy"
Reed were phenomenal, both playing with passion and energy that resonated
out onto the crowd with fervor.
Lost in the reverie of the event, we often overlook the people who are
responsible for putting celebrations like Party On the Green together.
The Wooster Voice would like to thank The College of Wooster campus at
large and extend a heartfelt thWik you to the Wooster Activities Crew for
providing such an enjoyable night.
.
In the same regard, we would also like to extend our thanks to all of those
who assisted in cleaning up the fallen branches around campus following
Sunday night's storm. The Voice appreciates the efforts of those who helped
clean up to make Wooster's campus look beautiful once again.
To the Editor,
I would like to personally let you know how much I appreciate all the articles
on the upcoming election. Since it is in fact, such an important election, this kind
of coverage is most certainly necessary. I've found all of your articles very
interesting, especially the ones regarding Sarah Palin. .
As an American woman, it's such an unfortunate and quite frankly, an insult-
ing' nomination1 ah'd it is fcf udial o alert the public just what kind of woman she
is: Against sex education, birth control,, environmental protection, alternative
energy development, gun control, and the separation of church and state, Sarah
Palin is clearly a destructive choice as the potential Vice President of America.
So thank you, Wooster Voice, for doing your part to shed the light on some
much needed truth to the public.
Emma Popovich
V EPopovichllwooster.edu
Note from the Editor: We at The Wooster Voice are proud to provide the Woosterl
campus --with a source of relevant political
lectual debate, discuss conflicting ideas and
presidential election. The Wooster Voice
both candidates, and we welcome articles and
We do not endorse or oppose any candidate or
continues, we can publish a range of opinions as diverse as the student body itself.
The many
It has been almost two years since the
presidential, race began its marathon of
campaigning and the race is finally com-
ing into the sprinting phase of the
election.
The race has taken many twists and
turns and surprises,
such as the
Democratic ticket
in fierce contention
between the first
African-Americ- an
nickrobison (although he is
actually biracial)
and the first woman. The race also tok
a surprising turn when Sen. John
McCain selected Gov. Sarah Palin as the
Republican vice president. The pick was
surprising for many reasons. First and
foremost, she is a woman on the
Republican ticket. The second surprise
in the decision was that I had never
heard about her and, because I follow
the race very closely, I thought I had at
least a list of four potential candidates of
which one had to have been chosen. But
maybe the most horrifying surprise was
that Palin is the least experienced and
least knowledgeable person on the most
important issues of the presidency: for-
eign policy and the nationaf economy.
Palin's political credentials are as fol-
lows: She was the mayor of Wasilla,
population of approximately 6,300,
from 1996 until 2002 and then became
governor of Alaska in December of
2006. The only uncontested political
stances I could find (because the ear-
marks reform and lobbyist reform is in
much contention and for good reason)
was that she has an extreme anti-aborti- on
stance in which she believes that
pregnancies that were the result of rape
andor incest should not result in a
choice for abortion.
Palin's religious views are also quite
Taryn Aubrecht, A&E Editor
Patrick Hughes, A&E Editor
Sara Brown, Sports Editor
Andrew Vogel, Sports Editor
Dylan Takores, Senior Photographer
Sarah Harbotue, Photo Editor
as
news as well as aforum to engage in intel
promote diverse values during the 2008
strives to provide equal news coverage oA
lettersfrom every political vantage point.
stance, and we hope that, as the campaign
failures of
extreme. She believes in creationism
and also believes that it should be taught
in public schools alongside evolution.
She also believes that sex education
should be abstinence-onl-y (a method
that has shown not to work in prevent-
ing pregnancy and STDs and is showing
its ineffectiveness in the form of Palin's
oldest daughter).
My assessment of Palin is as follows:
considering the fact that McCain is 72,
has had bouts with skin cancer and,
when looking at the actuary tables, has
a one-in-thr-ee chance of dying in his.
first term as president, Palin's position
as the next in line scares the living hell
out of me.
I tried to make logic of McCain's deci-
sion. This is a man who said in January
,
that, when picking his VP, would pick
someone with experience and knowl-
edge about foreign policy to help combat
terrorism. Does Palin match the criteria
in McCain's statement? Absolutely not
I thought, surely any informed
Republican would be furious at this
choice, but the talking heads on the news
stations tried everything they could to
talk about how Palin was the "perfect
pick" and McCain "hit it out of the park"
all the while I'm shouting at my TV "Are
you serious?!"
It was only Peggy Noonan and Mike
Murphy when, off the air, stated their
disbelief about the Palin pick. Noonan
called it "political bullshit" about narra-
tive and Mike Murphy chimed in talking
about how the pick was going against
McCain's greatest strength which was
"no cynicism." Vindication at last!
But this was off the air. The public
was not meant to hear their comments
(thank God for Youtube). Why is it that
the Republican talking heads are para-
noid to concede any ground at all, espe-
cially when the subject is about some
Voice Friday,
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"What we need is a
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strategy to stop Biden from coming to Wooster.
unfied effort I If I cans- -
see Russia from my
house, then we can fill
this arch with fallen
Btree debrisl "
' ' n
Palin's
Cartoon by Andy Maloney. He
Lecture on
The title was highly misleading.
"Intrigues in the Caucasus: the
Georgian-Russia- n Conflict" was billed
an academic "lecturediscussion"
and proved not at all academic and
entirely propagandistic. I left the
event, which took
place last Thurs-
day, Sept. 11, feel-
ing disturbed and
shaken, as if Vlad-
imir Putin and
alexcacioppo Dmitry Medvedev
had personally
come to Wooster and smacked me
across the face.
First, the anatomy of the assault.
The perpetrators were Yuri Popov and
Professor of Russian Studies Elena
Sokol, his wife. Oftentimes I felt as if I
was the only one in the entire room
who was not going along with the pro-
gram, and the event was very well-attend- ed
for a Thursday evening. '.
I also kept good notes, so I am not
entirely relying upon memory. In
short, 'the Russi'arj Studies department
of The College of Wooster held host
to a disgustingly nationalistic , affair
that ignored entirely the very serious,
and very real, matters of Russian,
aggression toward Georgia and quite
chauvinistically dismissed the humani-
ty of the lower orders of the peoples
of the trans-Caucas- us. Asking about
the savage war of attrition Boris
Yeltsin and Putin waged on the
Chechens, Sokol translating for
Popov informed those present that
Chechnya is comprised of "bandits"
and "warriors"; that is, the mountain-dwellin- g
Chechens, they qualified, as
the electoral process
thing as important as the vice presiden-
cy? I was then reminded of something
John Stewart said in 2004 on crossfire.
He said that what the media does is not
honest debate, it is political theater.
Four years later, this crap was still
going on. But our problem is. worse
than that.
FOX News and conservative radio
shows are convincing their listeners
that any questioning about Palin's qual-
ifications as vice president is the result
of a left-wi- ng media conspiracy. What's
worse is that a lot of people are buying
it Of course there are crazy conspiracy
theorists talking about Palin's fifth child
not being her own, but there are also
real arguments such as the fact that she
has no issue stance on foreign policy or
the national economy on any third party
factHchecking Web site. I have had
many a headache about these problems
but perhaps the "straw that broke the
camels back" was the first part of
Palin's interview with Charles Gibson
and more specifically the questions
about foreign policy.
When asked if she agreed with the
Bush doctrine, she paused, leaned back,
put her hands together and asked, "In
what respect, Charlie?" Strike one.
Gibson stuttered a little in what I
could imagine was disbelief and real-
ized that talking to Palin was no longer
about her stance on the policy, but if she
even knew what it was. Gibson contin-
ued, "What do you attribute ft to be?" In
which Palin responded quickly "His
"world view?" Strike two.
The desperation on her face was
apparent Her second attempt had the
tone and look of "Oh God, please let me
be right" but she wasn't Gibson was in
no mood to be merciful and clarified
what he was referencing without actual-
ly giving away what the policy was,
can be reached for comment atAMaloney09wooster.edu.
Russia was
opposed to the "peaceful" valley"
Chechens. (I thought that was a
.
strange addition considering how
much they emphasized that the
Caucasus is so mountainous; nonethe-
less these barbarians deserved the
good fortune to see their capital city,
Grozny, smashed to bits by the
Russian military under Yeltsin and
Putin.) The main point of the proceed-
ings was that the United States and
"the West" had launched a "total prop-
aganda war against Russia," which is
partly true.
It was in U.S. interests to do so, con-
sidering that our government does in
fact have hegemonic interests in the
Caucasus. But it is completely unfair to
assert, as Popov and Sokol did, that
Russian forces were not targeting
civilian areas in Georgia, which they
certainly were. According to the pres-
entation, Georgian premier Mikheil
Saakashvili cruelly dispatched his
army with Israeli aid to kill
Russian peacekeepers in South Ossetia.
Asniedia watchdog Fairness and
Accuracy in Reporting, surely no apol-
ogists for U.S. government actions,
reflected in a dispatch last month (Aug.
14): "Georgia's military efforts
which involved ... intensive shelling of
civilian areas reportedly caused
many noncombatant deaths and
prompted a large proportion of the
South Ossetian population to seek safe-
ty in Russia. It was this humanitarian
crisis, coupled with Georgian attacks
on Russian forces in the separatist
areas, that Moscow cited as its justifica-
tion for its military intervention." The
next sentence reads, "This does not
"The Bush doctrine, enunciated in 2002
before the Iraq war." Like a professor
giving a due to a struggling student
Gibson had given her a clue about the
policy referring to Iraq.
Palin then did w hat 1 have sometimes
been guilty of doing in intro to IR
exams: making a broad statement about
w hat you do know and hope that what
you have mentioned addresses some of
die question that w as asked. She made
a general statement alxnit Bush's com-
mitment to fight Islamic extremists.
Strike three.
The professor had heard enough and
finally let the student off the hook
Gibson explained that the Bush doc-
trine was the policy that the United
States could launch a pre-empti- ve attack
on a state if there was an imminent
threat of an attack. Palin, being finally
able to comment on the policy, essential-
ly told Gibson that she agreed with the
Bush doctrine. What was only one
minute and ten seconds must have felt
like an eternity for Palin. .
Seeing this part of the interview
made me think two things immediately:
first of all, Palin doesn't Juww the most
basic and important xliey that w as cre-
ated by her party leader and which was
the key argument for the United States
to invade Iraq. Second of all, I know
more about foreign policy and interna-
tional relations than Palin. It is when we
don't educate ourselves appropriately
alxiut politics and our country as well as
when we only get our information from
what is rightly described "as political
'Theater" that we do our country a dis-
service as well as desecrate the symlx)l
of our citizenship.
This is Niik liobison's first editorial . lie
can be reached by sending contents to
Nltobison09wooster.edu.
one-side-d
suggest that Russian tactics aretxeyond
criticism, or that a military response of
this magnitude is justified." Popov and
Sokol were quite explicit that Russia
had done nothing wrong.
The New York Times reported on
Sept. 12 that Putin, at a conference in
Sochi, was "clearly still stung by lan-
guage used by the European Union,
which condemned the Russian inva-
sion as 'a disproportionate response'
to Georgia's attack on Tskhinvali," the
administrative capital of South
Ossetia. "He said Russians had no
choice but to proceed beyond the con-
flict zone (read, Georgia proper) to
eliminate Georgian posts and ammu-
nition depots a move he compared
to that of the Soviet Army in World
War II, which pursued Nazi forces
across Soviet borders and into
Western Europe." Russia is not
empire-buildi- ng and it is not headed
by latter-da- y Nazis.
But one could be forgiven for recall-
ing the apologetics over the annexation
of the.Sudetenland in 1938. After all,
that was just ethnic congruity, right?
Clearly, Russia's paws were tied.
Medvedev, as a heroic commander in
chief, launched the counterattack and
destroyed Georgia's aggressor army.
All other versions of the story are
propaganda. Putin, murderer of
Russian journalists, Chechens and other
undesirables, and his hand-pick- ed suc-
cessor Medvedev, would have felt right
at home that night at Kauke.
Alex Cacioppo is the Chief Copy Editor of
the Voice. lie can be reachedfor comment
atACaciuppo09wooster.edu.
Opinionated?
Contact
Viewpoints!
Viewpoints is looking for
additional editorialists this
' year to express their
opinions about campus,
national or global issues.
Interested writers should contact
the Viewpoints editor at
voiceviewpointswooster.edu,
pgernsheimer09wooster.edu or
rbuchanan09wooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes
letters to the editors!
Letters cannot exceed 3501
words in length and must arrive
to the Voice by 5 p.m. on the
Monday before Friday publication
All letters must be signed and
include contact information. In
addition, the Voice reserves the
right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to
voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Letters can also be sent by campus
mail to C-31- 87, The Wooster Voicei
College of Wooster, Wooster, 01 1
14(591.
Section editor:
Abby Gordon
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Robert Ippolito extends South America trip
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in Bolivia
Robert Ippolito working with puma in Bolivia (top left), Ippolito bonding with puma (top right, bottom right), Ippolito with monkey in Bolivia (bottom left),
airport in Bolivia (bottom center) (Photos courtesy Robert Ippolito). (
Claire Dibbin
Voice Staff
While many of us whiled away the
summer at typical, boring nine to five
jobs, Robert Ippolito '09 was training
big cats in Bolivia. "An internship or
the usual summer job just wasn't for
me," said Ippolito. Instead, he went for
the experience of a lifetime.
1 '
Ippolito had been to South America
before, studying abroad in Chile.
Inspired by his experiences there and
his deep interest in wildlife preserva-
tion, Ippolito decided to go to Bolivia
for two months to work with endan-
gered pumas and jaguars as well as a
variety of other animals.
Ippolito volunteered with La
comunidad Inti Wara Yassi, an
organization started by Bolivian
environmentalist Juan Carlos. There
are a total of four wildlife parks, and
two smaller parks as well. The first
was Parque Machia, which has a
reserve that is primarily populated
by monkeys.
The area Ippolito lived and worked
in was called Ambue Ari. Ambue Ari
mainly has pumas and jaguars,
Ippolito's primary interests. This
town is different from the Villa Tunari
in Parque Machia because Carlos owns
it, so there is no tourism.
Carlos began these four parks to
promote environmental conservation,
inform people about the severities of
poaching and rescue endangered ani-
mals. It gives the animals a place to
stay their whole lives without the
ger of being poached or sold as a pet.
These wild cats come from a variety
of places. Some are rescued from cir-
cuses w here they were psychologically
damaged and thus express hatred
towards humans. Others come from
local people in Bolivia who initially
bought a puma as a young cat, only to
realize they could not feasibly care for
it when it grew up. Some of the pumas
have also been removed by govern-
ment officials from domestic situations
despite the wishes of the household
members, because they are an endan-
gered species. '
' Each cat has its own eight-kilomet- er
area in the jungle where they can leave
their trails and scent and live within
their cage. In the wild, a puma might
have as much as thirty to seventy kilo-
meters of space to roam, but there are
too many different animals living
within each park to allot any one of
1 them that much space. '
Still, each area is made to simulate a
natural habitat as much as possible.
Every day for two three-ho- ur periods,
a volunteer walks the cats and lets
them roam the jungle area marked as
their territory. .
Ippolito's favorite puma was named
Yuma. "Yuma was(a very independent .
cat aid it took a while to gain her
trust," said Ippolito, but once he did
they became very close, They walked
the trails together and swam together.
Sometimes Yuma was very affection-
ate, cuddling with Ippolito and sleep-
ing in his lap.
Ippolito and Yuma also played
games such as soccer to get exercise
and extra bonding time. He explained
that the better the cat knew an indi-
vidual, the more trusting it became.
Trust between the puma and the vo-
lunteer is essential for a successful
working relationship.
Besides working with pumas,
Ippolito performed basic daily tasks in
the community. He and the other vo-
lunteers chopped and prepared food for
the cats, fed and bathed the animals
and prepared and built cages for new
cats coming to the reserve. They dug
trenches to keep the cats from digging
their way out and breaking loose, set
up poles and poured cement to seal in
all the parts of the cage.
Ippolito is very much interested in
wildlife reserve and is thinking about
pursuing a career in environmental
studies when he graduates. He mainly
wants to research what our ethical
duties are to animals, if there are any,
and determine where they come from.
Ippolito said "This experience
taught me how to be a man," as well
as how to teach others what they can
do to help these endangered species
and the best methods, with which to
protect them from being taken advan-
tage of.
For more information, please visit
wurw.intiwarayassi.org.
Voice writer reviews the sights and sounds of Party on the Green
Alexander Dreussi
Voice Staff
Once again The College of
Wooster's annual Party on the Green :
delivered a great time. The Wooster
Activities Crew (W.A.C.) deserves
great thanks for putting together such
a fantastic event, arriving at 9:30 a.m.
in pouring rain to set everything up.
Tents were raised, the stage was
constructed, sound and electrical sys-
tems were set up and synced together
and various refreshments were hauled
to the site. Even in the soggy fall
weather, W.A.C. created a great env-
ironment for the many musicians
involved, as well as for the vast num-
bers of student attendees.
The event opened with sets by three
College student bands. First to per-
form was Falling Short of Silence, a
talented student band. Audience mem-
bers were enthusiastic about the act.
Next up was Shoemouth Deep, a
perennial Wooster favorite and Mom's
regular who performed many of their
most popular pieces for an excited and
cheerful crowd.
Finishing up the Wooster talent
portion of the event was SIDs, who
fans described as loud and determined.
ered in throes to see RJD2. He per
formed his set with characteristic
vigor, drawing shouts and applause
from an incredibly excited crowd. The
crowd was massive for a College
event, especially impressive consider-
ing the adverse elements that would
dwindle any normal crowd down to
two or three dozen. This year, howev-
er, RJD2 managed to draw roughly
three or four hundred fans, an impresr
sive number for any on-camp- us per-
formance.
The crowd was cheering wildly,
chanting "RJD'2" and dancing to the
music. Having played many crowd
favorites, RJD'2 retired from the crowd
with repeated requests for an encore,
proving the excitement of this
Wooster crowd for the talented DJ
from Columbus, Ohio.
Closing out the event was Eli
"Paperboy" Reed and the True Loves.
RJD2 announced during his own set
that no one had better miss such an
,
incredible band, and even stuck
around for the 'first half of the act to
listen. Even though fewer people knew
this band than RJI)2, the crowd
remained large and energetic. After
thoroughly enjoyable performance Eli
and the True Loves finished their set
After the student bands, fans gath- -
.
to wild applause.
. :.). j
DJ RJD2 performs at Party on the Green (Photo by Dylan Takores).
The crowd dispersed soon after, hut
W.A.C. was not finished yet. After all
the excitement of the crowds and con-
cert, the students on the crew stuck
around to finish cleaning up the event
and returning the various articles bor-
rowed. Although everybody involved
helped make the event enjoyable, it is
W.A.C. that we had to thank for the
masterful presentation and clean-u- p
that is so characteristic of the
Wooster dedication --and ideals.
Jackie Komos brings Broadway musical revue to campus
Grainne Carlin
Voice Staff
When Jackie Komos ' 1 1 transferred
to The College of Wooster last year,
she decided to start a club for pro-lif- e
students on campus. She says, "I really
wanted to start something but it kind
of ... flopped. There was not much
interest on campus."
This past summer Komos came up
with a new idea for a student organiza-
tion: a Broadway musical revue that
would be run, produced and per
formed by students. A Broadway
musical revue is a collection of songs
from the Broadway musical repertoire,
put together in one show.
Komos explained, "There weren't
many opportunities' for a show this
semester, only one fall play and no
musicals. If someone wanted to get
involved with vocal performances,
their only other options were to join
one of the a cappella groups or try out
for choir."
Komos hopes this organization will
he new outlet for students wanting
1,
to get involved and showcase their tal
ents. She reasoned, "There are a lot of
people on campus that are passionate
about theater and music, or both! I
knew there would lc some interest."
Having already tried to start a dub
on campus, Komos learned from her
mistakes and was better prepared this
time. SheJid not find the task difficult;
publicity was created immediately
once the group was approved. Komos
said, "1 basically put up flyers and peo-
ple showed 'up." -
The Broadway musical revue is
open to instrumentalists, actors,
singers and dancers. She explained,
"It's mostly just singers so far, we have
a percussionist and a pianist, but I am
definitely hoping more instrumental-
ists will show interest."
The club is open to anyone who
wants to join. "We hold no auditions"
she said. "Everyone is welcome." The
group's first show will take place on
Thursday, Nov. ao at 7 p.m. in Gault
Recital Hall.
Participants will have meetings
very three weeks, during which they
perform their selected pieces and
exchange feedback with other mem-
bers. Komos hopes the club will prove
"a learning and growing experience
for everyone that takes part in it."
During its first semester, the
group's agenda will involve much
trial-and-err-
or. "We are going to see
what will happen. I would like to have
more shows in the future; hopefully
even funding so we can have a show in
the Shoolroy black-bo- x, but for now
we will continue to meet as long as
there is interest," said Ko(nos.
The Wooster Voice
Sara Brown
Sports Editor '
This year, be sure to keep an eye out
for the dinners that the campus reli-
gious group Hillel is offering for all
Jewish students on campus as well as
curious community members.
.
Every
other Friday in honor of the Jewish
Sabbath (or Shabbat in Hebrew), Hillel
will gather. On alternating weeks,
they meet in Lowry 118 from 6 p.m; to
H p.m. Students are welcome to grab
some dinner in Lowry and bring it
down to the meeting.
At the meeting, the rituals are per-
formed in order to begin the Shabbat
dinner, such as lighting the candles
lage. Eerily, both the 1964 earthquake
and the Exxon Valdez occurred on
Good Friday. The village is now out-
fitted as a rapid response staging area
in case of future oil spills.
John E. Smelcer organized inter-
views from the survivors of the 1964
earthquake in his book "The Day That
Cries Forever." Seeds has written a
drama based on this book to be per-
formed by members of the Theatre
department here at Wooster. The play
has yet to be published and is current
Monkeys welcome nevborn
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Riley, a ten-year-o- ld monkey used for behav-
ioral testing in the Psychology department, has
given birth to her third baby. The baby, who was
born shortly before the semester began, has yet
to be named. Its sex cannot be determined for
several weeks, because until then, Riley will
carry it constantly. This monkey is the seventh in
its colony, and is in the third generation of
Wooster monkeys. The primary function of the
on-camp- us monkey population is problem-sol- v
ing tasks, most of which will likely prove too dif
ficult for the baby for another year-and-a-h- alf or
so (Photo by Jessica Winchell).
Friday, September 19, 2008
Hillel offers dinners, charity and diversity
Shabbat candles, bread and wine (Image courtesy www.hil-lelmemphis.co- m).
"
'
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and performing the traditional bless-
ings over the wine and bread.
Afterwards, attendees are always wel-
come to stick around and hang out
with the group. Activities generally
include mingling, watching a movie or
playing board games. ,
"One Friday in every four we meet
in UnderOver, as we did this past
week, and one Friday in four, students
walk together up to the temple for the
service there," said Rabbi'- - Joan
Friedman, leader of Hillel.
When Hillel meets at UnderOver in
the basement of Overholt House, a
service is held for students and after-
wards, they eat together. The mem-
bers of Hillel volunteer to do the
cooking for the event. "This semester
Katie Lothstein 'U is in charge of
cooking," said Friedman in addition
to cooking, students also lead the
services. This past week the 'service
was led by Wendy Gibilisco '11.
These gatherings are open to the
entire campus. However, if you do
wish to attend one of the dinners,
please RSVP so that the cooks know
how many people to prepare food for.
Gathering to pray and eat and hang
.
out is not all Hillel does around cam-
pus. This year, along with four other
ly in its seventh revision.
There was a stage reading at The
University -- of Alaska Fairbanks in
April. Another stage reading will take
place in Wooster on NovemlxT 2 1 and
22, which Seeds says is "like a test
drive for the playwright." Bonnie
Milne Gardner will come from Ohio
Wesleyan University to direct the
play. Auditions will be held in October.
Seeds says the difficulty lies in "find-
ing a story worth doing dramatically
while avoiding the imposition of a
- 1 ' I
campus religious groups, they are
hosting a Sukkahthon. This event is
related to the seven-da- y fall holiday of
Sukkot. A sukkah is a humble shelter
that is constructed each year for the
holiday. Hillel members volunteer to
help build a sukkah next to Lowry
Center each year.
During the Sukkahthon, people
pledge so many hours during which
they sit in the sukkah to raise money
for charity, sometimes even staying
overnight ."Sukkot is both a har-.ve- st
festival and a reminder of the
Exodus from Egypt the temporary
huts we build are a reminder of the
temporary dwellings our ancestors
lived in when they wandered in the
desert after coining out of Egypt,"
said Friedman.
Along with raising money for char-
ity, spending time in the sukkah
involves reflection about the problems
the Jewish people had to overcome
during the Exodus. The proceeds will
go to an interfaith group in Cleveland
that helps out the homeless. There will
be music and food, and a variety of
snacks will be provided for the event.
The exact date for the Sukkahthon has
yet to be determined, but it will occur
during the harvest season.
Professor Dale Seeds writesplay about Chenega tribe
Oren Riback
Voice Staff
College of Wooster Professor of
Theatre and Dance Dale Seeds has
spent his last three sabbaticals in
Alaska. He has been studying indige-
nous Alaskan performance since 1994.
Alaska is home to various indigenous
cultures, some of which, Seeds says,
have vivid memories of the first time
they saw a "white man". Many of the
places Seeds was working have only
had about 100 years of contact with
Western civilization. Thus, the native
cultures and lifestyles have been pre-
served well, which is a main factor that
drew Seeds to the area.
Seeds has been working most
directly with the Chenega tribe, an
anthropological hybrid with a great
deal of Russian influence. They
engage in Russian orthodoxy and cel-
ebrate Christian holidays while main-
taining many indigenous beliefs, ritu-
als and practices. Archaeological evi-
dence found in the village suggested it
has been there for a millennium.
In 1964 the Chenega people were
met with great tragedy. An earth-
quake that measured 8.5 on the
Richter scale struck near the village,
but it was the ensuing tsunamis that
decimated the Chenega tribe.
The community was extremely
remote and it was not until the postal
service attempted to deliver mail that
people realized the devastation had
occurred. Tod;ry there is almost no
indication of human habitation at the
site of the old village.
Eventually the surviving Chenega
were airlifted out and lived in diaspo-
ra for two decades. In 1984 the
Bureau of Indian Affairs helped to
build a. new village. The only people
that can visit the old village are the
Chenega for memorial reasons. Today,
Seeds says the new village is "one of
the most well-o- ff villages I've visited."
Tragedy struck again in 1989 when
the infamous Exxon Valdez oil spill
occurred near the new Chenega vil- -
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Clockwise from top left: Russian Orthodox Bishop, priests, author John Smelcer and Dale Seeds;
Chenega youth; Chenega Bay; Russian Orthodox church (Photos courtesy Dale Seeds).
Western viewpoint." Seeds obtained
copyright permission from the
Chenega and Smelcer but it is much
more than a legal contract for him;
. Seeds views it as a "moral copyright."
Does this play respect the truth? The
voice of the Chenega? These ques-
tions must be asked when undertaking
such an endeavor. Seeds believes in a
"do no harm to the culture" mentality,
maintaining that, "I'm willing to aban-
don the project if the people of
Chenega say I've gone too far."
i
Buy 2 packages of
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and get the 3rd package
with your Advantage Card
lowest retail sushi is free
good through 10-31-- 08
If you are interested in writing for
International Insight, please contact Itai
Njanji at Injanjil lwooster.edu.
On my journey to America, I met a
middle-age- d man who had been living :
in the United States for 27 years. He
asked where I was going, and I replied,
prachisaraogl
5
"The1 College of
Wooster." "Oh, in
Massachusetts?"
he asked. I told
him that Wooster
was in Ohio. I
wondered, if peo-
ple living in
'
" " America did not
know this town, then how could we
Indians know this town better? I con-
soled myself by saying that many of
us are from the same high school and
others must have flipped through
pages of the same liberal-ar- ts college
catalogue, Or else the Independent
Study program must have attracted
them. But eight months ago I was
enlightened about the real connection
Wooster has with India!
I found out why many Indians are in
this college, and the Presbyterian con-
nection with the program Wooster in .
India, from our own College of
Wooster's Special Collection. The
Wooster in India program has helped
us build this .unique bond between
Wooster and India that enhances the
exchange of students, ideas and cul-
tures. Dr. Elias Compton founded the
program around 1933.
Dr. Compton was the former Dean
of The College of Wooster. He start-
ed the Wooster in India program
because he was involved in charity
work and wanted his students to
become involved in missionary work.
When the program Wooster in
India started, a representative from
The College of Wooster went to
Ewing Christian College, Allahabad,
India. Then, every two years a
Wooster graduate was chosen to go to
India to do missionary work and let
the Eastern world know more about
the Western world.
. , ...
The Wooster students used to teach
the students in India English, and
more about Western religion. As
quoted in the special document
"Wooster, India and Your Dollar,"
"Such a student symbolizes America
in the eyes of the young Indians with
whom he lives and works."
Every year in order for this pro-
gram to work, a dollar used to be col-
lected from the students of The
College of Wooster and the money
collected would be used to send the
student to India.
It is easy to focus on the contribu-
tion these American students have
made in India. But an exchange pro-
gram cannot take place without two
parties. While the American educated
the Indians in English, sewing and
other responsibilities, Wooster also
learned a lot from India.
Indian cultural traditions have long
been practiced in Wooster. Every year
we have an India Dinner at the
College, where Indian food is either
made by the community or catered
from an Indian restaurant. During the
dinner, Indian music is played in the
background. This occasion doesn't
only include Indians and the other
South Asians but usually also has a
huge crowd of Americans, who thor-
oughly enjoy the spicy dishes.
In addition, there has been a class
here in the past dedicated to Indian
culture and religion. Even today our
Religious Studies department teaches
about Hinduism, Jainism and
Buddhism. They are also usually
taught by an Indian teacher, Professor
of Religious Studies Ishwar Harris.
Not only does our college have the
dinner and classes, but it also has
Indian cultural shows such as South
Asia Week, Indian Bollywood movies
and celebrations of all the festivals in
a unique way. More importantly,
Indian students have contributed to
Wooster's diversity.
As a result, we have seen the
Wooster in India program mutually
benefitting both places. This connec-
tion, established some eighty years
ago, still has its essence engraved
deeply in both Wooster and India. Dr.
Compton's vision to spread love and
warmth between two nations contin-
ues, along with an exchange of cul-
ture, diversity and knowledge. I owe it
to this program for making me feel at
home here in Wooster.
Prachi Saraogi ' is an intended
Mathematics or Economics major from
India and the Public Relations Officer
fur the International Student Association.
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Theatre I.S. project returns to Shakespeare
Tess Burgler '09 kicks off theatre season in style
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Missie Bender
Editor in Chief
Theatre students spend countless .
. hours every day in Wishart Hall
practicing and studying the art and
craft of theatre.
Students who decide to major in
theatre at the College also have a dif-
ferent Independent Study (I S.) expe-
rience then other students. Majors
have the opportunity to write and
perform for their study with the help
of their advisor and often that of
other students.
Tess Burgler '09 is one of those
students. She kicks off the theatre
I.S. shows this year with her produc-
tion of "The Original Shakespeare
Theatre."
Burgler has been involved in col-
lege theater since her first year here,
acting in College productions of
"Once on this Island," "All My Sons"
and "King Lear."
'
Burgler's versatile performances
not only show her dedication and
commitment to the craft, hut also her
love for performing on stage.
Burgler is known for her sparkling
stage presence as well as her ability
to transform herself into any charac-
ter. It is hard to keep your eyes and
attention away from her.
"The Original Shakespeare
Theatre" will consist of three
Shakespearean scenes taken from
"Hamlet," "Twelfth Night" and
"Macbeth."
"I hope to demonstrate a very sim-
ple idea with these performances,"
Burgler said. "Shakespeare really
doesn't suck."
Burgler explained that currently,
numerous people dislike Shakespeare
and she believes this is because of the
way it was introduced to them.
"Shakespeare's plays were never
meant to be read; they were to be
performed only. Shakespeare should
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Tess Burgler '09 is pictured above in "All my Sons" (left) and in "Comedy of Errors" (right) (Photos courtesy of Tess Burgler).
not be an English class criteria it
should only be experienced in the
medium of the theatre," said
Burgler.
Burgler explained that although
her objective is simple, it is much
more complicated in application.
"No one truly knows how
Shakespeare performed his plays,"
said Burgler, who got a lot of her
Shakespeare knowledge from study-
ing abroad in London her junior year.
She explained that historians have
always had an idea of the costumes
Shakespeare's actors wore, the space
he used and the time of day that his
plays were performed.
"Other than that, much is specula- -
tion," she said. ".Were the scripts as
we read them today performed word-for-wor- d?
Or did the actors memo-
rize an edited and altered version
tli at came about throughout the
rehearsal process?"
Burgler's I.S. project proposes to.
;
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tle subtler.
The best track, "More Than
Yesterday," lends itself to a much more
striped-dow- n country vibe, as opxsed
to the pop punk of the album's first
three songs.
Twinges of slide guitar and a natu-
ral acoustic feel find a balance with the
catchy amorous lyrics that sound more
genuine on this laid- - back but u-tei- npo
tune.
"Build Your Own Girlfriend," a seem-
ingly lovesick take on "Weird Science"
is hilarious, and hearing Miraldi snarl
like David Johanscn in the song's open-
ing is a fresh change. The blues-lad- en
chords of "My Dear Sophia," which
tackle those and other questions:
"My I.S. paper will compile a com-
prehensive list of the most effective
original practice methods. Ideally, an
actor should be able to follow these
methods and produce effective, under-
standable and . downright good
Shakespeare," said Burgler.
Burgler and her actors will ' be
focusing on aspects like verse, meter,
words and implied direction in
Shakespearian text.
"We hope the result is relatable,
effective and interesting," said
Burgler. "Shakespeare should not he
algebra on stage. It should be under-
standable."
If you are interested in theatre,
Burgler's I.S. show is the place to be
for some downright good theatre.
"The Original Shakespeare
Theatre" opens tonight in the
Scheide courtyard at 8 . p.m.
Admission is free. The production
also runs on Sept. 20 at 8 p.m.
"Elevator" sounds sweeter than cherry syrup
Dan Casto
Voice Staff -
For many singer-songwrite- rs, it's
the happy songs that are the hardest
to write.
The kind of artist who seeks to con-
vey his or her own struggles is driven
to do so by the kind of inner turmoil
that necessitates melancholy, the kind
that thrives on minor chords and emo-
tional bridges.
The Cherry Flavored Elevator is not
comprised of this kind of artist.
Deep introspection and emotional
travesty do not have a home on the
CFE's debut studio recording; but who
needs that stuff anyway?
In a musical world dominated by
emo-centr- ie jxip tunes and lost love bal-
ladry, the sheer fun of The Cherry
Flavored Elevator is enough to make
any jaded listener get up and dance.
The CFE lives up to its name.
The songs as sweet as
grenadine, a feeling
derived from singer Dan
Miraldi's '09 endlessly
lovestruck lyrics and guitarist Jay
Nemeyer's fuzzed-o- ut amps.
Miraldi's nasal, wavering tenor,
somewhere between the Black Crows'
Chris Robinson and Cold War Kids'
Nathan Willett is
the garnish on the
group's almost
sickeningly sweet
cocktail.
The bass, espe-
cially when picked
in the album's third
track, provides solid
garage punk fills
circa Green Day's
Mike Dirnt around
'94, and the drums,
which alternate
between choppy,
Travis- - Barker style
snare work fnd a
more steady) roots-roc- k
vibe a la Bright
Eyes, help set difler- -
ent shades of a good mood.
Though Miraldi's brightness
grooves throughout the entire album.
I the best tracks are
the ones in which
the band's sugar-swe- et
vibe is a lit
seem to have .found their way
straight out of "Honky Tonk
Woman," are also a highlight.
Though "My Dear Sophia" is a
blast, it also contains a few of the
album's most lyrically weak
moments.
Lines like "I took his gold and I
took his carand then we drove it
very far" show Miraldi struggling,
and while genre-bendin- g moments
define the album's best songs, they
also reveal its worst.
The faux-philosophi- cal and forced
political ramblings of "Protest
Song" are trite, unnecessary and
juvenile, and the acoustic, "Troubles.
Fade Away" would have been better
unnecessary sentiment.
The moments that shine are the ones
that shy away from the po-pu- nk genre,
but stay in familiar territory.
By injecting a little country flavor,
CFE takes on a new and much more
original quality.
The album as a whole is hooky, fun,
and a blast to listen to, but the Cherry
in Cherry Flavored Elevator tastes best
with the attitude of a Roy Rogers
instead of the sweetness of a Shirley
Temple.
Back to TV with drama, magic and writers
Jonah Comstock
Managing Editor
The Writers Guild of America Strike
officially ended on Feb. I a, 2(X)H, but its
effects continue to resonate through the
industry.
This, unfortunately, will Ik-- clearly
seen in this fall's TV lineup.
What few anticipated new shows
there are, like Joss Whedon's
"Dollhouse," won't te ready to pre-
miere until midseason, leaving net-
works to fill the time with old, dcx'iid-abl- e
shows ami by giving last season's
interrupted new shows some second
chances.
Of course, there's nothing wrong
with getting our old shows back, esc-cial- ly
if we've Ixrn waiting since the
start of the strike to find out what hap-
pens next.The strike hit right More
NBC's "Heroes" completed writing on
the planned midseason finale, forcing
the writers to rework the jx-nu- l t imate
episode to serve as an ending.
Monday's two-ho- ur season three
pilot will lie preceded by an hour-lon- g
recap, which will hopefully Ik- - enough
to draw us hack in for "Chapter 3:
Villains."
That's nothing, of course, compared
to how long fans of Fox's "2 4" have had
to wait for "Day 7":
Due to the highly serialized nature of
the show, Fox made the decision to put
the entire show on hold for the duration
of the strike.
So when Jack Bauer and company
return on Nov. 23 with a special two-ho- ur
"prequel" to "Day 7" it will lx-- the
first new material sinceWlay of 2(M)7.
Other shows managed to put togeth-
er fairly complete, if short seasons, and
will le anticipated for more traditional
reasons cliff hangers and plot shake-u- ps
from last season.
Sept. Si8's season premiere of
"Desperate Housewives" on ABC picks
up on a five-ye- ar timeline jump from
last season's finale, while sitcoms "How
I Met Your Mother" (CBS) and "The
Office" (NBC) left off with unexxited
marriage proMsals to le followed up
on this Monday and Thursday resec-tivel- y.
In the category of second chances
perhaps no new show is Ix'ing watched
more closely than ABC's "Pushing
Daisies" a quirky show alxnit a pie-ma-ker
who can tenixrarily bring back
the dead which managed to garner
three more Emmy nominations than it
had episodes in its inaugural season
(12 nominations and nine episodes, if
you're counting).
The show will start off fresh with a
new full season Sept. 30.
NBC's "Chuck," an adventure comedy
alxnit a kid with a computer brain full of
to-sec- ret data, anJ "Life," a thriller
that fixuses on a wrongly convicted
detective tracking down his framers
after a 12-y- ear incarceration, will both
likewise reboot with new seasons
beginning Sept. 29. CBS, meanwhile,
will give "Grey's Anatomy" spin-o- ff
"Private Practice" another chance.
Some shows like the long-await- ed
final season of "Scrubs" (formerly NBC,
airing this season on ABC), will delay
their start until mid-seaso- n, confident
that their popularity will bring the
viewers, while others, like NBC's
"Bionic Woman" are gone for g(xxl
whether dcxmied by the WGA Strike or
just dx)iiied from the start we may
never know.
Welcome Parents & Students to The College Of Wooster!
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The Place to Meet, Eat & Share
Good Times!
Salads, Burgers, Wooster's Best Wings
(almost 12 prince every Wed.) & More!
Kitchen Open Late Until 11 :00 pm
Weekdays and Until Midnight Friday &
Saturday.
Located Below TJ's!
Restaurant
Three Great Restaurants
in One Building!
!
A Fun, Affordable Dining
Experience in a Casual
Atmosphere!
Featuring Wood-Fire- d Oven Selections
and Homemade Desserts!
Open Until 11 :00pm Tuesday
Located Above CW's Beside TJ's!
330-264-62- 63
359 West Liberty Street
Sarah Talin's vice presidential
nomination for the Republican party
I
has been a
source for much
controversy
as well as a
pleasant sur-
prise for me.
Some see
stephaniefullerMtCain s lh(,ice '
of a female run- -,
ning mate as proof that he is a bit
more "left" than previously expected.
Normally, I would scowl at such
blatant liberalism in politics. (After
all, who wants to be compared with
those weed-smokin- g, hippie-iovin- g,
"peaceful" and usually "educated''
people)?
However, I will accept Palin's
nomination because, although her '
nomination seems to challenge the
political ideas founded centuries ago,
her own opinions channel the old,
staunch, decaying Republicans I can-
not help but admire.
After listening to a few interviews
of Palin's, I have begun to witness
some of the effortless ease and natu-
ral poise that is also found in our cur-
rent president, the glorious George
W Bush.
It is a kind of cluelessness that is
surprisingly endearing, an oblivious-
ness that would be missed if a more
intelligent Democrat wins.
Palin says in response to the VP
position, "As for that VP talk all the
time, I tell ya, I still can't answer that
question until somebody answers for
me, w hat is it exactly that a VP actu-
ally does?"
I have no doubt that you will
agree: this is the kind of irrefutable
confidence America needs in the
White House.
Why is it beneficial if the VP
doesn't know how to do his or her
profession?
Because it leaves room for the real
"ruler" of this world, the good Lord
himself.
If you think about it, there is no
need for xlecision-makin- g (much less
of the 'knowledge to execute such
decisions) when we let go and let
God handle it.
Palin, who believes the war is a
"task from God," is the perfect poster
child for this belief, reassuring the
nation that there is a reason for such
mayhem.
How does she know? She's a mes-
senger from the big man himself, for
those of you who haven't already
realized it!
Palin also has an environmental
stance that exceeds that of that
bonehead Al Gore.
She advocates the aerial hunting of
wolves in Alaska, saying, "We are
trying to increase opportunities for
Alaskans to put healthy food on their
families dinner tables."
Palin, along w ith many of her fel-
low Americans, knows that if wolves
continue to eat their natural prey
(such as the moose and the caribou),
Alaskans, along with the rest of the
free world, will almost certainly die a
slow and painful death by means of
starvation.
,
Lord knows (so Palin knows, too)
that if we let the already endangered
wolves roam free, her niukluk-wear-in- g,
rifle-toti- ng statesmen will have
to turn to meats such as beef or even
(gasp) chicken.
Plus, the social networks and the
strong neighborly bonds so charac-
teristic of Alaska will also decrease
with the decline of their infamous
"Caribou Roasts" or "Moose Meat
Mondays."
But what is really the icing on my
cake of "Sarah Palin Love" is her for-
eign policy.
Not only has she been to Canada
and wait for it Mexico, but she
also boasts incredibly deep foreign
relations. "You can actually ,see
Russia from land here in Alaska," she
announced in an interview last week.
How convenient.
We can summon Palin to just swim
over and converse with Medvedev
over a Stolichnaya on the rocks.
So, you may see Sarah Palin as just
a pretty face, but I hope this article
serves to remind you that she is
much much more than an 80s hair-
style enthusiast.
She is a woman that, if only given
the chance, may have the ability to
not only destroy mountains, but melt
icebergs.
Sttflnmif Fuller is a bi-uw- kly columnist
for the Voice. She can be reached for com-
ment at SFullcrt!)(dacooster.eilu '
Section Editors:
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Andrew Vogel
Volleyball team gets back on track at home
Hiram up next after wins over Otterbein, Ursuline
Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
It may be true, what some people
say: history does like to repeat itself.
For the second year in a row, the
Wooster volleyball team found them-selv- es
struggling with the first few
weeks of their season, posting a 2-- 6
record through last wcekAnd for the
second year in a row, they flipped a
switch turning in two consecutive-win- s
at home on Friday to up their
record to 4--6, just in time for the first
conference match of the season
against Hiram College.
Their first opponent Friday'- - was
Otterbein, who they beat in three
games (25-2- 1, 25-2- 2, 25-1- 8), led by
Abbie Casey '09, Megan Earle '09 and
KateLynn Riley '10, who each earned
nine kills. Ali Drushal '09, who con-
tinues her reign on the record board,
added 25 more digs, and Sarah Hawke
'12, and Sarah Lorch '10 defended the
net for one solo block and 1 1 assists.
For the Scots, winning the first
game was exciting, but winning the
second was proof positive that some-
thing is different now. After taking
down Otterbein, the women faced
Ursuline, who fought Wooster
through a four-ga- me series (25-2- 0,
25--8, 18-2- 5, 25-1- 6) that finally ended
with triumph for the home team.
Again, Riley put up big numbers, nail-
ing 18 kills on 35 attempts, followed
closed by Earle with 11, and Lizzie
Beal '12 with six. On the back row,
Drushal again posted enormous num-
bers, with a season-hig- h 39 digs (her
last of the game being her 2,584th
career dig, only 106 away from the
NCAC record), assisted in a big way
by Abby Jensen '11(21 digs), Amanda
Gottesman '1 1 (15), and Earle (18).
"It felt great to win at home after
being away for two weeks in a row,
especially in front of the great crowd
that we had," said Drushal, who made
particular note to thank those who
attended for their support.
All in all, the weekend showed
Wooster's path forward out of a frus-
trating first few matches. "The first
two weekends were both adjustment
periods, really getting comfortable
playing with each other since we have
so many new faces on the team this
year. This weekend showed we know
how to dominate and we can accom-
plish goals when we all have the same
Men's soccer
Patrick Hughes
A&E Editor
Looking back on the first six
games of the 2008 men's soccer sea-
son, the only word that comes to
mind is unpredictability.
Starting out, the team held
immense expectations due primarily
to the amount of veteran talent they
possessed-
-
After losing two in a row
on the road to Aurora and
Heidelberg, however, the early season
outlook was not a rosy one.
The following week, searching for
redemption, the Scots returned home
to Carl Dale Field for a pair of games,
the first resulting in a tie against
Marietta and the second being an
overwhelming 4-- 0 victory against the
pitiful Defiance College Blue Jackets.
Forward Davis Bates '10 (9)
mindset and determination to do so,"
said Jensen.
One of the fundamental factors
"Hiram is always tough but we're ready for them
and I can't wait to start conference play. It's
when the fun really begins."
seemed to be tlfe very interaction
between teammates, with Jensen not-
ing that "communication was notice-
ably different this weekend than the
past two."
Whatever the change is, the wins
have made a difference themselves,
with the team getting a week to stand
firm in their performances and build
confidence towards their next road
match'- - against NCAC opponent
I liram College on Friday at 4:30.
Last season, the team played the
Ali Drushal '09
LIBERO, VOLLEYBALL
conference powerhouse three times,
and came up short all three times.
During the regular season, the team
lost at home in September 30-2- 8, 26-3-0,
26-3- 0 and 22-3- 0 and lost on the
road 26-3- 0, 20-3- 0 and 24-3- 0 in
October. Both of these teams played
against each other again in the NCAC
Tournament, and again the Scots
couldn't break out against the
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Sarah Hawke '12 (11) has seen playing time as a first-ye- ar and contributed in this past week-
end's wins over Otterbein and Ursuline (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
team wins
Hoping to carry over the momentum
from the Defiance blowout and find
some sense of successful stability, the
Scots traveled to Otterbein this past
Wednesday in an effort to secure their
first road win of the season. Entering
the game with a season record of 1- -2,
the Cardinals seemed to be the perfect
team for the Scots to play to continue
on their winning ways. How Unpre-
dictable this season has been, though.
For Wooster's visit to Otterbein,
the defensive efforts of both squads
were the star attractions of the game,
clearly portrayed by a scoreless first
half in which the two teams were
only able to record an anemic ten
shots on goal combined.
The offensive drought which
plagued the contest would not last
forever as less than 10 minutes into
SportsVoice .
two in unpredictable year
the second half Otterbein was finally
able to get past the seemingly invinci-
ble Wooster backfield, scoring in the
54th minute to make the count 1- -0 in
favor of the hosting Cardinals. The
Otterbein goal came as the result of a
Cardinals corner kick into the box by
first-ye- ar midfielder Greg Atkinson,
where fellow midfielder Byron
Horton was waiting to head the ball
in past the Scot's goal keeper, Jordan
OBoyle'll.
The second half goal proved to be
all the scoring Otterbein would need
to defeat the offensively stagnant
Scots, as Wooster- - was not able to
build any sort of attack on net,
recording a slim four shots on goal
over the entirety of the game.
With the fear of another potential
losing streak looming over the dis-- -
'
,;"',,-j-
V
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slides during a recent practice (Photo by Dylan Takores).
Terriers, this time losing 24-3-0, 21-3- 0
and 25-3- 0. If the Scots are to chal-
lenge for the conference crown, they
will have to get even against the
Terriers.
While Hiram poses a stiff test, the
players are ready for it. Excitement
has already begun to build among the
players, who are anticipating a good,
competitive match. .
Drushal says it very well. "Hiram is
always tough, but we are ready for
them and I can't wait to start confer-
ence play. It is when the fun really
begins," she said.
After the game Sept. 19 at 4:30 p.m.
against Hiram, the team has another
home match against Allegheny on
Sept. 3 at 7 p.m.
Additional reporting was contributed
by Sports Editor Andrexv Vogel.
heartened Scots, Wooster returned
home. last Saturday to take on the
unbeaten Blue Streaks of John
Carroll University. Much as they had
against Otterbein, the Scots' first half
was marred by an utter lack of
olfense, trailing early following a goal
by Blue Streaks senior midfielder
Louis Kastelic during the 27th
minute.
The stage was set for another
Wooster defeat and a start to the
team's second losing streak of the
young season, but this team is any-
thing but boring and predictable. The
Scots' ofTense made an appearance for
the first time in a game and a half
when senior midfielder Nate Florian
'09 kicked in his first career during
the 49th minute. The game's momen-
tum swayed greatly throughout the
second half, until a Wooster corner
kick by senior midfielder Brenton
Allen '09 wound up in front of Scots
junior forward Davis Bates ' 10 for the
go-ahe-ad goal.
With little time left, John Carroll
was unable to tie the game, giving the
Scots their second home win.
The team sustained their winning
streak on Wednesday as the team tri-
umphed over Muskingum College.
Brian Holmes '11 kicked through the
go-ahe- ad goal for the Scots, who
improved to 3-3- -1 on the season and
notched their first road win.
The team plans to keep opponents
guessing the rest of. the way.
Tomorrow, the team plays in its first
conference game of the season
against Wabash College at home as
part of family weekend. The team is
undefeated at home thus far this sea-
son. On Tuesday, the team has yet
another home game, this time against
Case Western Reserve University.
The team will look to pick up its sec-
ond road victory of the season
against Kenyon College , next
Saturday, Sept. 27.
i
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This is it!
Five years ago I was 13 years old
and the Chicago Cubs made their
last postseason run. I watched every
game and spent
many a school
night postpoiung
homework to
watch the Cubs
'
,',ii
'
play. 1 was so
IM I I II f'l
obsessed thatweingardt
during my own
bar initzvah celebration, I ended up
asking people I knew with cell
phones for the score of the game.
In fact, when they clinched the
division, I was so happy the first
thing I did was biry a "Chicago Cubs
200S NL Central Champs" sweat-
shirt, which I seriously wore every
day for about a month. I was the
coolest kid in 'school. Okay, fine
second coolest: right after that kid
who rode his Razor scooter to
school. I'm still kind of jealous.
The Cubs were only five outs from
their first World Series appearance
since the year the United States
dropped two atomic bombs on Japan.
Chicago made it to the NLCS, and
what happened next involved a very
painful part of my life that, for the
sake of cleanliness, I won't go into.
What you should know is that when
the Cubs were knocked out of the
playoffs, it felt worse than Tom
Brady, and Charlie Weiss's collective
ligament tears. .' :
,
, Five years ago the Cubs were the
champions of a notably mediocre
division, finishing with a record of
88-7- 4. That year the pitching rota-
tion was bolstered by flamethrowers
and injury plagued starters Kerry
Wood and Mark Prior, whose
careers after that season were never
the same. The ofTense was stapled
together by aging superstar Sammy
Sosa who you could always count
on for three strikeouts per game.
That was five years ago. I, like
many Cubs fans, put 2003 out of
t i,..j nijiciiiuijr. iv ucvci even iid'rHcuy
was just anotner. season in tne fran
chises existence, "wait tu next
year was a phrase that was heard
all too often.
.
"
.
This year, though, things are. dif-
ferent The Cubs have a team that,
unlike in the past couple years, is the
best in the league. The starting
pitching rotation, anchored by
Carlos "Big Z" Zambrano, Rich "I
pray to the Lord every night my arm
stays' on" Harden and Ryan "Career
Year" Dempster, has the second-be- st
ERA in the league. Oh, and not to
mention a bullpen; with such
weapons as Carlos "My stuff is so
dirty it shouldn't be shown on TV"
Marmol and Kerry "Back from die
dead" Wood. . '
.
Most baseball fans say all a team
needs to win is good defense and
pitching. Luckily, the Cubs have
both. It's that third area, hitting, the
Cubs shine in particularly.
, No one on the Cubs is having a
career year. You won't find a triple-cro- wn
contender, batting title nomi-
nee or MVP candidate in the lineup!
What you will find are some incred
ibly consistent statistics, from leadoff
hitter Alfonso Soriano's 28 home
runs to third baseman Aramis
Ramirez's third straight 100-pl- us
RBI season, to Rookie-of-the-Ye- ar
winner Geovany Soto's campaign of
over 20 homers and over 80 RBIs.
The offense is the best in the
National League, . having scored
more than 50 runs more than the
next team. For non-baseb-all people.
the Cuhs are really really good.
So, what would happen if the
Cubbies won the Series? Imagine, if
you will, the saltwater content of
Lake Michigan increasing by about
SO percent with tears of happiness.
Imagine the entire area surrounding
Wrigley Field with beer cans up to
our thighs. Imagine the ending of
"The Lion King" where Simba over
takes Scar and the hyenas and takes
his rightful place on Pride Rock and
the happiness that ensues. Now try
multiplying that by 1,000.
And what would happen to me?
Well, after a few hours of uncontrol
lable sobbing, I'd go out and buy
another sweatshirt saying "Chicago
Cubs: '2008 World Champions" and
finally take my seat up top as the
coolest kid in school. It's been a long
five years, indeed.
This is Jason Jfeingardt's first column
for the Voice. Tell him what you think
atjwtingardll3uooster.tdu
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Men's basketball traMs on summer excursion to Italy
Missie Bender
Editor in Chief
The men's basketball team had
quite an interesting summer when
eleven players and two coaches from
the men's team traveled to Italy in
August for 1 1 days to play basketball
and tour the country.
The team flew into Milan and then
drove to Lake Como and stayed there
for a couple of days. They then trav-
eled south to Verona and explored
the city, including a visit to the
amphitheater that provided the
model for the Coliseum. The team
then traveled to Venice, Florence
and ended their tour of Italy in the '
capital, Rome.
.
The team played four games total,
r- -. (
After two blowout wins over Amici del Campetto Castellanza and
Johnson '09 and Marty Bidwell '09 looked good in Italy (Photos
Women start 6-Oforf- irst
time in school's history
Charles Powers
Voice Staff '
Coming off a dominant shutout vic-
tory over Marietta, the College of
Wooster women's soccer team entered
the weekend looking to continue their
defensive dominance and to extend
their impressive 4--0 record.
In Saturday's match against
Bethany College, the Scots matched a
season-hig- h four goals on a wet day in
Wooster.
The lone goal in the first half came
when Bri Fulmer '12 was assisted by
Chantal Koechli '09 for her team- - lead-
ing third goal of the season.
Though the weather slowed the
game down a bit in the first half, the
Scots didn't waste time prov-
ing their offensive prowess,
with Koelchli scoring in the
47th minute on a breakaway.
Nineteen minutes later,
Bethany cut the Wooster lead
in half.
Like so many times before,
the Scots responded with an
impressive offensive push to
retake control of the game. In
the 70th minute Maggie Kehm
'12 pushed her way down the
right side of the field and sent
a beautiful kick across the field
to Simone DiSalvo '10, who
placed the ball in the back of
the net.
Later, Liz Mott '11 put the
game completely out of reach
for Bethany when she floated a
ball from 18 yards out over the
goalie's head for her second
score of the season.
The next day, the women's
soccer team traveled to
Kalamazoo College and a (rain
dominated 4-- i. This is the first Amanda Klump '12 has contributed as
6-- o start in history.
, ,
a first
two against Italian club teams, one
against Dream Team Italy and the,
last one against KK Mornar Bar, a
Serbian team. Wooster went 2 --2. ,!"
The team easily handled Amici del
Campetto Castellanza 85-4- 7 on Aug-12- .
The nexttday, the team rolled to
another easy win with a 94--54
blowout victory over the Senzione
Martellago Giants.
.;' " , -
The team's most impressive per-
formance may, have come in a loss
though. The team played KK
Mornar Bar, a team that had handed
Div. I Monmouth University 63-6-2.
The Scots played a fine game and led
for a majority of it, but in the end
fell 70-6-6. - ' , '
"We definitely could have won all
i
However, the Scots came out of the
gate sluggish and got a scare when the
Hornets scored first just 91 seconds
into the contest. ,' .?'.."'
,
'
But the lead would not last for long,
for in the ninth minute Kehm scored
her first collegiate goal. Later, Koechli
and Mott helped each other, out with
Mott assisting Koechli in . the 27th
minute, then Koechli sending a cor- -
nerkick to the head of Mott in the
33rd minute for a score.
And in the second half, little
changed in the game play.
Kate Kiley ' 1 1 tied a team high .third
goal of the season coming on a
Koechli assist. Koechli now holds the
team lead in assists (6), goals (3), and
points (12).
IT
.
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-year (Photo by Elena Dahl).
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four games," said forward Marty
. Bidwell '09. .Y :
; "Two of the teams we played (the
' club teams)
,
were terrible, but the
last two were very good. The teams
We played were professional teams
that consisted of guys who were
all older than us. It was a lot differ-ent-i;
playing in a different country
, because none of us could understand
, what atay of the referees were say-
ing. They would make a,call and say
something in Italian and we would
all just look around and have to keep
playing," Bidwell added.
Basketball, however, was not the
only thing that occupied the team for
the 1 1 days spent in Italy.
"In Venice we did a lot of
V
'
Senzione Martellago, Brandon
courtesy Brandon Johnson).
--Field hockey yuris p--3
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
During the season's first two
weekends, it was if two utterly differ-
ent teams had taken the field for the
Scots. In the team's first two' games,
defense reigned supreme as the team
picked up two early Victories. The fol
lowing weekend, the team allowed a
total of 10 goals as the team lost a
pair on an eastern swing to the state
of New York.
,
This past Tuesday, the team from
the first weekend showed up.
The Scots scored a season-hig- h six
goals' on the road against Oberlin
College, It was the most goals the
team had scored since Oct. 26, 2006
atJiome against the very same
Oberlin team. In the second half
against the Yeomen, the team's
.offense again exploded with the same
force as Chernobyl.
While Oberlin jumped on the
scoreboard first, the Scots were not
far behind. Amanda Artman '10,
notched her fourth goal of the season
off a penalty corner midway through
the first half. Six minutes later,
Artman wreaked more offensive
havoc, this time scoring on an unas
sisted goal to give the Scots a two to
one lead.
The Scots, however, went into half--
time tied as the Yeomen scored with
just over two minutes left in the first
Men win Sayre Invitation
Sara Brown.
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster Fighting
Scots Cross Country team attended
the first annual Ric Sayre Invitational
that was hosted by Walsh University.
Despite the rainy conditions, the
men' team finished in first while the
women's team placed third.
' Four teams compete in the men's
field. The Fighting Scots finished five
runners in the top 10 for a total of 27
points. Close behind Wooster was
Walsh, who finished second with 30
points. The two other schools that
competed in the Invitational were
John Carroll University, finishing
with 84 points, and Ohio Dominican
University, who ended up finishing
with 1 1 1 points.
For Wooster, Mark DeWine '09
led the way and finished second in the
meet overall. DeWine finished with a
time of 26:33 on the 8K course.
Terry Workman' '10 and Rick
Johnson did more than just play
shopping," said point guard Brandon
Johnson '09. "Rome was probably my
favorite place. It was huge so there
was a lot to do. It had so much
enriched history behind every-
thing and there were so many
beautiful women,."
Bidwell and Johnson traveled with
Kaleb Reed '11, Julian Mangano '10,
Marcus Mitchell '11, Bryan
Wickliffe '11, Dustin Geitgey '10,
Ian Franks '11, Robert Melick '10,
"Because we are student athletes, we don't really
have the option of going abroad for a semester It
is a great opportunity for learning and growing
through the experience."
Brandon Johnson '09
Evan Will '08 and Craig Elam '10,
along with head coach Steve Moore
and assistant coach Doug Cline. .
.
"When we weren't playing, we
were touring," Johnson said. "We
had set appointments in lots of
places and a tour guide that sched-
uled out every hour of the trip. , We
stayed pretty busy except one
optional day that we took off," said
Johnson. He also noted that the
team got an opportunity to see the
first church ever built.
half of the garnet
In the second half, the Scotsjimply
took care of business. Briana Lynch
' 1 1 broke the tie with a little over 27
minutes remaining on an assist from
Artman. Ten minutes later, Elizabeth
Dwyer '12 was the recipient of
another Artman assist as Dwyer was
able to tap it in for a 4-- 2 Scot lead.
With 2:33 remaining, Artman
effectively sealed the deal with yet
another goal, giving the Scots a
three-sco- re cushion. Lynch added
another goal late, while Oberlin also
tapped in a late score for a final 6-- 3
win for the Scots.
The game ball Undoubtedly
belonged to Artman. Her three goals
gave her a hat trick, the fourth of her
career. Her three goals and two
assists gave eight points in all on the
day. While the eight-poi-nt game is an
incredible feat, it is not the first of
Artman's career.;, She 'accomplished
the feat on Sept. 30, 2006 as well in a
victory over Earlham College.
Artman now leads the team in goals
(6), assists (4) and points (16) this
season.
Tomorrow, the team will host
Earlhamat Cindy Barr Memorial
Field as part of Family Weekend.
After Saturday's home match against
the Quakers, the team will travel to
Granville, Ohio to take on Denison
University and attempt to nqtch its
first road win of the season.
Workman '10 both had top 10 finish
es, finishing in third (26:38) and sev
enth (27:51) respectively. Also mak-
ing it in the top ten were first-yea- rs
Micah Caunter, who. finished fifth
with a time of 27:34 and Ethan
Rudawsky, who finished in 10th with
a time of 28:09.
For the women, John Carroll
placed first with 81 points. In second
was Walsh with 36 points followed by
Wooster with 67 points. Rounding
out the last place in the competition
was Ohio Dominican with 124 points.
The women's team was lead by
Suzanne Capehart '11, who finished
6th overall with a time of 20:09 on
the 5K course. This was the highest
finish.' of the day for, thti Fighting
Scots. First-ye- ar Sarah Appleton l12
also finished in the top 10 with a time
of 20:17, putting her into eighth
place. The next meet the cross coun
try team will be competing in is the
Otterbein Invitational on Saturday,'
Sept. 27.
The Wooster Voice
basketball while in Italy.
The team travels together every
three or four years. "Because we are
student athletes, we don't really have
the option of going abroad for a
semester. It is a great opportunity
for learning and growing through
the experience." Said Johnson, who
thought Italy was an illustrious
choice for this past basketball trip.
To be able to go to Italy and see
sights such as the Coliseum, the lean-
ing tower of Pisa and the Vatican, on
POINT GUARD, BASKETBALL
top of playing basketball, is unbe-
lievable. It was the trip of a life-
time" said Bidwell.
This past off-seas-on, the basketball
team lost several players to gradua-
tion. "I am looking forward to play- - --
ing with a new set of guys," said
Johnson. "This year our team will
definitely have a new identity
'because of the players we lost from
last year. I am not exactly sure what
the identity will be, and I guess that's
what I'm looking forward to most."
,
' Don't have a clue who's going to
win the big game? Every week,
sports nuti Sara Brown, Patrick
Hughes, Andrew Vogel and Johann
Weber will pick the week's biggest
football games, both college and-pro- .
Some will be on the mark, oth-
ers probably not so much. Well
track their progress every week with
season standings.
Think they've picked the wrong
teams? Feel free to let them know --
what you think about each and every
sport at voicesportswooster.edu.
.
Last Week
Sara 18--8
.
Patrick 16--10 ,
Andrew 15--1 1
'Johann 14-- 12 V
Season Standings ,
Patrick 31-2- 0
Sara 30--4 1
' : Johann 29-2- 2
Andrew 29-2- 2
P Patrick, S Sara, A Andrew
J Johann, All Everyone 1
NCAA Games
Thursday, Sept 18
(All) 2 1 West Va. at Colorado
Saturday, Sept. CO
TroyatlSOSU(All)
(All) 15 ECU at N.C State
(S)Miss. St. at Ga. Tech (J, A, P)
(All) 9 Bama at Arkansas .
(All) 4 Florida at Tenn, '
(A, P) N. Dame at Mich. St. (J, S)
Boise St. at 17 Oregon (All)
(A, S) 18 Wake at 24 FSU (J, P)
(J,S)fiLSU at10Aub. (A, P) .
(A11)3UGA at Arizona St. '
NIX Games
Sunday, Sep. 21
K.C at Atlanta (All)
Oakland at Bull'alo (All)
(J) Tampa Bay at Chicago (A, P, S)
Houston at Tennessee (All)
(J, P) Carolina at Minnesota (A, S)
Miami at N. England (All)
Cincinnati at N.Y Giants (All)
(J, S) Arizona at Washington (A, P)
(J, P) Detroit at San Fran. (A, S)
St. Louis at Seattle (All)
(J, S) N. Orleans at Denver (A, P)
(A, S) Pittsburgh at I'hilly (J, P)
Jacksonville at truly (All)
(All) Cleveland at Baltimore
(.1, P, A) Dallas at Green Bay (.".)
Monday, Sep. 22
(A, J, S) N.Y. Jets at San Diego (P)
